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       Celebrate! There is nothing on earth as

       diverse as beetles. We start this alphabet

     book with the heaviest beetle around.

Aa
A      is for African Goliath Beetle.

        Thisbeetle is almostas large asyour

       hand. In Africa, children often tie strings

        to these beetles and play with them as pets.



Bb

B       is for Bombardier Beetle. The Bombardier

        Beetle sprays poison gas to protect itself, but

         not enough to harm a person. Tiny bugs, teeny

      frogs, and little lizards should watch out!



Cc

C      is for Cucumber Beetle. Farmers  

       do not like this cute beetle because 

      iteatstenderyoungcucumberplants.

      Its cousins the Potato Beetle, the

     Asparagus Beetle, and the Carrot

     Beetle are also pests to farmers.



Dd

D     is for Dung Beetle.

    Dung is poop. This

    beetle rolls balls of

      animal poop into itsnest. It

       lays eggs in the poop so the

    babies will have something  

      to eat when they hatch. Dung

    Beetles think poop is delicious.



Ee
E      is for Elephant Stag Beetle.

     Beetles come in all different

     shapes. These beetles look like

     they have antlers. Come on

    now! Behave! Stop fighting,

       or you will be sent to the

 principal’s office.



Ff

F           is for Fungus Beetle. This beetle needs to go to

           the beauty shop. It is not slick and shiny like many

         beetles. It is very difficult to recognize because it  

        is camouflaged. It looks like decaying leaves, the

     bumpy bark of trees, or fungus.



Gg

G          is for Giraffe Beetle. Wow! What a long neck!

         The male Giraffe Beetle uses his unique neck to

          roll up leaves. The female then lays her eggs in

  this protected place.
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